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PREFACE

This is an executive summary of a case study on the usefulness of
AoA's research. The full case study is entitled The Uses of Research
Sponsored by the Administrkion on Aging, Case Study No. 2: Older
Americans _Resources and Services (OARS), American Institutes for

Research, Washington, D.C., 1980.

This case study represents the second of several on the usefulness of
AoA's research. (The first cafe study was enttled The Uses of Research
Sponsdred by the Administration on Aging, Case Study No. 1: Trans-

portation Services for the Elderly, American Institutes for Research,
Washington, D.C., 1980.) The goal is for each case study to show how
and why the research was used for policymaking or practice'purposes.
The aggregate implications from all of the case studies, together with a
separate review of appropriite literature, will be used to develop an
Mit) utilization strategy for AoA. The case study and the develop-
ment of this overall R&D utilization strategy are part of the continuing
work of thg Gerontological Research Institupe, supported under AoA
award No. 9UAR-2173.: r

The conduct of the case study Was facilitated by the assistânce of
key informants, who were interviewed from March through June 1980. ,
The list of informants may be found at tbe end of this executive
summary.



CAPSULE SUMMARY

The Older"Americans Resources and Services (OARS) is a method-

ologs; for assessing the levels of functioning of individual elderly
persons. The assessment follows an interview, of about 120 questions,

_covering the full range of bsychologjcal, social, and health statuses of a
person. The resulting information rimy be used to determinethe types
of services needed by the person; the information May also be aggre-
gated across a sample of people, so that communities can design ser-
vices for their elderly populations.

The OARS methodoldgy, developed by a research team at the Center
for the Study of Aging and Human Development (Duke t4niversity),
has been an innovative contribution to the field oLgerontology.
Because tile assessment is comprehensive, and because it is directly

applicable to service issues, the methpdology has been widely used
across the country. In one notable application (there have been at least
100 documented applications of OARS), the U.S. General Accounting
Office has conducted community surveys and estimated the service
needs of the entire national population of older Americans. To this
days tile Duke research team continues to prqvide technical assistance
and information to potential users.

The development of the OARS methodology was based.on a re-.
search project, supported by the Administration on Aging (A0A) from
1971 to 1977.. Thus, the OARS experience represer_ another example
in which AoA-sponsored research has led to.practical applications.. As
a case study of research utilization, the OARS experience provides
further information on how AoA might design effective policies for
enharving the utilization of other research projects in the field of aging.

Based on the WARS experience as well as those from a previous case
study (see Case Study No. .1: Transportation Services fdr the Elderly),



several propositions for improvingutilization sholild be considered.
First, successful utilize-lion follows the formation of an informal social
network, linking knowledge producers (research.ers) with knowledge .

user's (service providers, policymakers-, or consumers). The networking
process creates,a marketplaCe for ideas, and the support of indivfclual
research projects should be undertaken with the creation of this
marketplace as one goal. In the marketplace, the key roles are played
by-people, and not necessarily research reports.

Second, utilization activities must also occur throughout the life, of
a research project, and not simply at its completion (as is now com-
monly_ the case). Research investigators and potential users must
develop continued contacts with each other. TIr contacts promole a
fine-tuning process, in which information about user problems can
influence the research in progress, and in which users can be alerted to
the likely applicability,of the research to yet other problems.

" Third, utihzapon also depends on the vigorous dissemination of
project materialsbut not necessarily of a research project's final re-
port. The "useful" npterials from a research project may often be a
handliaok, a manual, a questionnaire, and cither social science tools
that represent the "development" phase of R&D. These are the
materials that will be most helpfiil in assisting service providers.' k
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- ,.

Introduction: What is OARS?

In 1971, a grdup of 4nvestigators at the Center for the Study of
Aging and Human Devtlopment at,Duke University embarked on a
research effort ultimately to become identified as the Duke 6ARS
project. Sinc9 then, Duke OARS (Older Americans Resources and

Services) has become known in the field of gerontology as a method
1

for developing an information syste to: (a) determine the levels of
functioning of individual elderly pe ons, (b) match iliese levels.to
potential service needs, and (c) analyze tliis relationship to assess alter-
native service arrangements. Moreover, the OARS effort -can now be
regarded as one of the most productive and significant contributions
to the field of aging.

s
The main concreth product of OARS has been a methbdological .

manual. The OARSManual has been isfued twice, in 1976 and in'
1978.1 Several thousand copies of both editions have been printed
and distributed. A full definition of the OARS eff6rt, however, needs
to accoult for at lew three gharacteristics that are broader than the
manuaLitself: 49iINRS as an aisessment instrument, OARS as resource

,
allocatiofftnodel, and OARS as a organizational resource at Duke
University.

I The two editions are as foHows.: Eric Pfeiffer (ed.), dultidimensional Func,
tional Assessment: The OARS Methodology: A Manual, Duke University,
1976; and Duke University Center for the Study of Aging and Hyman
Development, Multidimensional Functional Assessment: The OARS Methodo-
logy: se:1 Manual, 1978, 2nd edition. t,

'

,



, The OARS assessment instrument (the Multidimensional Functional
Assessment QuestionnaireMFAQ) is the best known facet of the
OARS,effort. The instrument consists of about 120 clOsed-ended
questions, used to interview older adults:

About 70 questions deal with the respondent's level
of functioning, covering five major topics: sociaR,
resources, economic resources, mental health: physical
health, and activities of daily

About 25 questions ask the interviewer to rate the
respondent's status, on the basis of summery scales
for each of the five topics plus the respondent's over--
all condition; and

About 25 questions deal with the services currently
being received by the respondent. .

The OARS resource allocation model represents the conceptually
significant aspect of OARS, and Ti the basis for the MFAQ instrument.
The fUll model mdicates the entire social systerii within which local
services are provided, The model provides a"way of interpreting change

in functional status as a result of service utilization, Again, while
schematically simpk the model captures the complex "relatiOnships
among the population, the array of community services, and the indi-

vidual,service "packages" received.2.

Finally, OARS as an organizationa I resource emerged gradually ;t
Duke's Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development. The
organizational unit's identity apd exact boundaries haye changed from
time to time, including the following components and functions: a
chnic, related research projects, training, and technical assistance sessions
for OARS users, and a data archive of the results of OARS applications.

OARS as a Research Project

Support for the OARS projpt was initiated by a grant from the
Administration on Aging (AoA), first made oRJuly 1, 1971, and
titled the "Evaluation of I' Protective Services." The ideas kir the origi-

. nal proposal resulted from numerous discussions between AoA
officials and Duke researchers, in part related to an earlier AoA grant

2 See George L. Maddox and David C, Dellinger, "Assessment of Functional
Statue in a Program gvaluation and Resource Allocation Model," The Annals

. of the American Academy of Political ahd Social Science; July 1978, Vol. 438,
pp. 59-70, and Richard M. Burton and,David C. Dellinger, "Planning the Care
of the Elderly: The Duke DARS Exr*rience," unpublished Paper, Duke
University, 1980.

2
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made to Duke in 1968. Prominent at one time or another among the
Duke researchers were Dr. Ewald Busse and Dr. Carl Eisdorfer, who
wer, the first and second directors of Duke's Center for the Study of
Aging and Human Development; Dr. George Maddox, who is the third
and present director; and Dr. Eric Pfeiffer, who was the principal
investigator for the OARS project..i.

The discussions reflected a gradual convergence of interest in
identifying alternatives to institutionalization of the elderly. PA ,
Maddox later reported:

Not long after my return from sabbatical, a
proposal came to the Cenier from a federal
agency to undertake social policy research.
The issues were intellectually and taolitically
complex: alternativevo institutiOnalization
of the impaired elderly.3

The federal agency, AoA, had been under two types of pressure during
these years. First, the rapid increase ir . nursing homes was becoming
too costly, from soCietya poiht of view, and had been accompanied by
a number of dramatic abuses, involving fires and other health hazards.
National atterkiRn to the problem culminated with a June 1971 speech
by the Presidentof the United States at the joint convention of the
National Retireki Teachers Association and the American Association
of Retired Persons:

if there is any single institution in this
bountry that symbolizes the tragic isolation
and shameful neglect of older Americ&s,...
it is the substandard nursing home,,and there
are some, Some are unsanitary: Some are
ill-equipped. Some are overcrowded. Some
are understaf fed...4

In August 1971, the President announced a program to increase sup-.
port for nursing homes inspectors and to consolidate federal enforce-
ment activities. Nevertheless, the search for alternatives to
institutionalization continued to be a priority. ,Second, AoA, being
an agency within Elliot Richardson's Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, was under pressure to rationalize its process for_ planning
research, and to expand the support of research directed at major
policy issues.

3George Maddox, introductory remarks in Geage L. Maddox and Robin B.
Karasik (eds.), Planning Services for Older People:. Translating National
Objectives in to'Effective Programs, Duke University, t976, p. 4.

4 Remarks by the President of the United States before the National Retired
Teachers Association and American Assocatron of Retired Persons, combiled
convention, Chicago; June 25, 1974. Wedkly Compilation of Presidential
Documents, June 28, 1971.1

3



The initial award by AoA to Duke was for about $100,000, to
study the "alternatives" issue. Eventually, AoA also provided two
continuation grants; two other federal agenciesthe Social and
Rehabilitation Service and the Health Resources Administrationalso
joined AoA in supporting the OARS project. The fullifunding history
for the project is shown in Table 1. Funding support for the original
OARS project ended in 1977. Nevertheless,, the OARS work has con-
tinued at the Duke Center. The Center still responds to inquiries

about OARS2,,p31110s technical assistance on the MFAQ instrument
to new users, conducts workshops and cOnferences to facilitate inter-
changes among users, maintains the data archive, and uses the MFAQ

instrument in its own clinical operations.

Uses Made of the OARS Research Project

The OARS methodology, encompassing both the MFAQ instrument
and the analytic comParison between levels of functioning end service
needs, has been used by a large niimber of service providers and
policymakers during the last few years. At least three types of appli-

cations can be distingUished:

Using 0,iRS to estimate the potential needs for
services of elderly populations acrts, the country,
with appropriate implications for federal
policymaking;

Using OARS for community planning, in which
the instrument is administered to a sample of
residents in a community, to determine the potential
needs for services for the entire cominunity; and

Using OARS as an intake instrument, to Ness the
levels of functioning of individuals entering a
specific clinic or service facility.

Theofollowing vignettes describe three specific utihzation experiences,
as illustrative examples (in actuality, there are at least 100 known

applications of OARS).

Vignette No. 1

A major application of the OARS instrument and model
has been made by the U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO). The Wort resulted from AO's desire, beginning
in 1974, to study the relationship between federal services
and the "whole person," and oot merely to conduct

4



TABLE 1
Funding History of OARS Project

Grant Award Funding Agency
or Amendment No pogo MA SFIS HRA One Description of Purposa

First Award

93-P-751 72/44I 599.682 Eight-month award covered 'the
development of a nsatoch dentin,
staff downopment. Pretesting of
research sonruments. activation of

Community Advisory Board. and
a survey of community resources
(The original Ce000salhad covored
shit font year of throe-year effort
for about 5183.000,)

2/72 Time extension from Foitsruory 1972
to March 1972.

Arnondment

Sacond Award

93.P.751 72/4-02 4/72 9330,030 Second year contimiation: Moroni,. ,

an additional 824,631 ropresented
carryover from first award, so total
'mord natement ries for S354.631.

Miondment 2 10/72 Mwndmont to readjust yang:Mon and
" NeVey COM.

' Amendment 2/1 11f72 Mionstment to corroct tyPogriPhicel
Enron in second award.

Amendment 4 4/73 TIM. gunman from March 1973 to
April 1973.

Third Award '
934-75172/403 4/731 63111.6511 $55.003 Third year continuation\ oi

-.Amendment 1 7/73 SuPolemontal award.

Arrwndment 2 hb date 'limo extension from April 1974 to
June 1974.

Fourth Award (
93 11 751 72/404 6/74 $1 56.827 586.056 , $1 50.000 Fjurth year continuation, .

' llowndmont 1 6/76 Time extension from June 1976 to
Juno 1976..

emendmant 2 5f711 911,775 Suisolemant for services sod
consultatioto to othor organizations

c conducting whited inyewbotions
on roliability and validity;

Arnondmnit 3 .4 6/76 $1 5,000 Supplement for further analysis of
data for the National Canter for
Health Sernces Rnearch.

Amendment 4 No date Drno anension to February 1977.
TOTAL FUNDING 9216.542 941,056 $16 5.000

5
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program-so evaluations.5 GAO of ficiels had already
designed their study and searched widely for appidralate
instruments when they learned about OARS in a
January 1975 conference. With assistance from the
OARS team at Duke. GAO then used the OARS instru-

.. ment in its data collection efforts.

In the major data collection effort, GAO's Cleveland
field office conducted two waves of interviews, using
a random sample of elderly persons living in Cleveland.
This interview informatio'n was combined with
records from 130 local organizations regarding the ,

services provided to this specific sample of persons.
The first wave survey was (Ione in mid-1975, with
about 1,600 elderly respondents; the second wave surry,
involving follow-up interviews of the same respondents,
was completed by the end of 1976: As a result of this
effort. GAO has been able to swer a wide variety of
questions posed by Cong ssion I poltcymekers,
covoring the status of the der , the services being

, received by them, and the po ential costs of new services
still needsd.

The GAO also expanded its information base by incor-
porating fhe results of 'surveys done by independent
research teams in Lane County, Oregon (a rural-urban
'area) and the Gateway Health District in Kentucky (a
rural area). (GAO officials learned of these other efforts
while attending a Ouke "OARS Users" Conference in
1978.) The data have been used to address suck policy
issues as:

the ddriparative status of urban and rural
elderly populations;

the potential need for and cost of con-
gregate housing,

the conditions and needs of people 75
years and older;

the comparative costs of honfe and institu
tionalized health care; and

the potential usefulness of a national
information system on the well.beirig
of the elderly.

Vignette No. 2

The Benjamin Rote Institute, a private, nonprofit,
multi-service agency in Cleveland, Ohio, provides social,
and health care services to the elderly residing both in
institutions and in the community. When the new
executive director of the Institute took over in 1978, she

.

(
5The overall,,,GAO mandate was reihforced by Title VII of the Congressional
Budget and Impoundment Act of 1974. P.L. 93-344; July 12, 1974, Which
established an Office of Program Review and Evaluation in the QAO. This
and other details of the GAO-OARS effort were cited in an interview with
Mr. William Laurie, now Senior Staff Member, Cleveland Regional Office,
U.S. General Accounting Office. Mr. Laurie was the primary official responsi-
ble for the entire GAtipARs effort.

6



was interested, f r p nine and evaluation purposes,
in obtaining data on th Institutes clients and services
in Cleland. However tandardized, comprehensive
data on clients were u vailable, and information on
healtti,s alth needs wer onexistent.
Conseqdently, Institute staff wepqred to conduct
a survey of their serviEe populati

In their review of assessment instruments, the Institute
staff found the OARS questionnaire to be the most'
suitable. It was the most.comprehensive.tool available
and cauld be administered by caseworkers rather than
clinicians. But the primary reaan foi. choosing OARS
was the existence of'a comparison data base estab-
lished in the GAO study (see Vignette No. 11. The
staff could determine whether theY were actually
helping the mbre impaired elderly by comparing
their findings with those of thepeveland GAO study".

The OARS questionnaire was adminiswed to all 9f
the Institute's clients (N=600) in the qommunity,
OARS was helpful in'substantiating many impres,"
sions and suppositions held by tfie research and service
staff about client characteristics and about service
need and use.-The survey findings confirmed.that a
real need existed for neighborhood-based services,
especially transportation and medical services, such
as physical therapy.

Vignette No. 3
la

The Wisconsin Community Cire Organization (CCO)
'project was established in 1975 to develbp a coordinated
system of in-home and community services for flinctionally
disabled adults.-The goal was to provide alternatives to
prernAturi or inappropriate inItitutionalization in a
nursing home. To date, the project,has served apflroxi-
mately 2,000 clients and maintains an active caseload of
1,000. The CCO contracts with'comrnunity agencies
td provide specific services related to activities of daily
living, including personal care, housekeeping,tneal
preparation, and transportation. It also coordinates
services among community providers, between acute
and long-term care systems, and between the -client
and theiservice delivery system.

a

, In operating thi seryice, project staff administer a
battery of assessment tools to measure changes n
a chent'slcondition over time. One such too sed
it the OARS instrument. Once the client i
determiqed eligible for the program, the dARS
questionnaire is administered at intake as a multi-

' dimensional needs assessment. It is then read min-
istered at six-month intervals to review the client's
stItus.

The OARS instrument Was Chosen because of its'
comprehensive n'ature and demonstrated validity
and reliability. Although some service practitioners
were initially overwhelmed by its length, they now
consider itto be a valuable tool, because it forces

. them to-explore all aspects of a client's condition.
Due to the design qt the instrumenl, the responses
are also considered easy t6 code.

11.
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These utilization eXperiences, along with the other known applica-
tions of the OARS methodology, indicate that the results of 'the OARS .
research project have been used under many different practical

,
circumstances.

,

4
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Why ..the OARS Research Pqoject was Useful
4.

. The reasons for the utilization of the OARS research are discussed
in detal in the.full case study. A further purpose of the case study,
howev r, has been to identify more genecal propositiorns to improve
future utilization strategies for AoA. Moreover, the propositions
based on the OARS case study build directly upon those of ttie pre:
vious case study on transportation and the elderly.6 When viewed
together, a potentially consistent pattern emerges for guiding futuoe
policyinaking. . . . .

...
-)

Proposition No. 1: Utilization was intensive and extensive because
of the deieloPment of an infOrmal social network, linking knowledge
producers,(researchers), and knowledge users (consumers, service
providers, and policymakers). This proposition is almost identical
with that from the first case study. In both instances, the proposition
reflects the importance of an interactive model pf research utilization.

The networking characteristic strikes at the essence of the OARS
experience. Throughout the duration of the OARS project, the re-
search involved theslevelopment of interpersonal ties, two-way com-
munications, and ultimately a "life of its own" for the project itself.
In retrospect, a key characteristic.of this networking activity was its "\
diffuseness; a market/Vace for the'exchange of ideas was created. The
networking efforts produced numerous contacts, often serendipitously,
throughout the fife history of the OARS project. With the Duke OARS
staff remaining active, the networking continues to this day and facili
tales even further utilization of the OARS methodology.

Propdsition No. 2: "Interventions" tlesigned.to boost utilization
may occur throughout the research process, and not at a single point '

during a presumed linear sequence. This proppsition is identical with
that from the first case study and is entirely congruent with the OARS

,

6 See RObert K. Yin and Ingiid Heilisohn, The Uses of Research Sponsored by
the Administration on Aging, Case Study No. I: Transportation Services for
the Elderly, American Inpitdtes for Research, Washington, D.C., September
1980.

01



experience. In both cases, a nonlinear sequence of events was found to
occur between the conduct of the research and the utilization activities.

For instance, networking started early, even before the first impor-
tant pieces of the research,* been completed, much less reported.
Dissemination also started early, with formal presentations at major
conferences and workshops devoted to the discussions of tht,problerti
being investigated and the approaches,being pursued. The nonlinear
sequence was also characteristic of later events; specific utilization
efforts led to purposeful modifications in the OARS instrument, on a
case-by-case basis, in addition, one group of usersthe GAO staff
helped to resolve some of the'analytic issUes that had been left incom-
plete in the research model, and these improvements have now been
transmitted to new users of the OARS method..

Proposition No. 3: Utilization cannot take place without vigorous
dissemination of information. The OARS experience again confirms
a finding from the first case study. QARS produced a wide array of
materials, not limited to researth publications,.and these materials
appearto have played an important role in promOting utilization.

Although utilizaticth requires more than the rne're one-way commu-
nication of ideas, utilization.cannot occur if these ideas are not
adequately transmittedgenerally in writingin the first place. For
OARS, dissemination has ippluded such "pioducts" as:

the basic OARS manual, which includes instruc-
tions, instruments, and supporting articles on
various aspects of the OARS method;

\-1
continued items of interest inserted in the
newsletters produced by Duke's Center for the
Study of Aging and Human'kQeveloptnenti.e.,
"Center Reports," "Advdnces in Research,"
and "Information for OARS'Users." Each
of these newsletters has a mailing list of nearly -
one thousand individuals and organizations; and

data tapes from previcius OARS studies, con-
ducted both by the Duke team and by other'
organizations, such as GAO. The availabiliN
of these data has helped new.users to conduct%
oomparative analyses and thus to better inter-
pret their own situations.

Interestinply, in neither the OARS nor the transportation case
study was the important dissemination effort focused around a
,comprehensive final report. The types of.materials listed abqve can

9
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all be used much more flexibly, both in time and in the specificity
of focus,ihan can a final report. The OARS project did have a final
report, but this w4s used mainly to satisfy administrative.require-
ments and not for dissemination purposes.

Proposition No. 4: Utilization was facilitated because the research
involved a "synthesis" and "development" activity. This final proposi-
tion may be considered a constraining condition for the preceding
utilization lessons. In other words, the types of netWorking, non-
linear sequence of events, and dissemination activities may be most
appropriate where a research project consists of twp related char-
.
acteriStics: (1) the project is not aimed at producing a unique set of
empirical findings, but 'represents a synthesis of previous findings; and
(2) the outcomes of the research are embodied in products akin to the
"development" phasezof sdcial R&De.g., handbooks, instruments,
methods:and other 'usable tools. (This final pfhposition is also similar
for both case studies, excepfthat the synthesis and development
characteristics were considered under separate propositions in the
first case study.)

Most research projects in applied social &ience have not, in fact,
been like the OARS and transportation projects. The outcomes or
ideas froin mOst projects have generally been reported at a coriceptual
level that falls short of providing advice for specific implgrientation
activities. The OARS and transportation projects, in contrast, pro-
vided adequate conceptual documentation but alsckpelded materials
that' were immediately usable in a practice setting.' Am, if e user
simply wants to apply the results of the OARS project, the manual
ahd MFAQ instrument are sufficient devices.

The development of such usable'tools can only follow effective4'
where a research project has first synthesized the lessons from pre-
vious research. This synthesis process, involvhig reviews of the litera-
ture and discussions with other relevant investigators, assures that the
tools will represent the best rendition of the state-of-the-art. An
obvious corollary is that the previous research must have been suffici-
ently advanced to sUstain the synthesis effort. For OARS, the use of
this priorresearch is reflected directly in the development of the M FAQ
instrument, whiàh was in part based on the prior efforts of others.
Where synthesis is possible, the psults are roOre robust than where a
research project has prodticed an entirely new set of empirical findings:
Pie latter are unstable in that they may or may not be corroborated by
subsequent research. -Oese discrete findings, therefore, are nof the
best foundation, fbr immediate epOcation to practical situations.

10
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ficilicie Implications. Beeause of the congruence of the proposi-
tions from both case studies, three general policy implications are
worth considering. These implications are the types of guidelines
needed to develop improved utilization strategies for future AoA-
sponsored research.

The first implication is that utilization sVategies may have to be
tallored to specific situations. Synthesis and development projects
-require different strategies than do new empirical analyses. Therefore,
an initial step would be to review the portfolio of AoA-sponsored
research 4nd discriminate between "research" and "development"
projects.

The distinction between these two types of projects is not a simple
one. In general, however, a "research" project is one where new data
collection or empirical analysis is being undertaken. The' main products
bf this type of project are academic publications or other reports
mainly intended for research audiences. A "development" project is
one where the-research activity is designed to produce u4able tools,
generally on the basis of some synthesis of previous research. The
development project,may also produce academic publications, but
these are the auxiliary rather than the only products frorri the research.

A second implication is that a research-funding agency such as,AoA
stpuld encduragg vigorous networking efforts throughout the life
history of a devgopmerit project. Because the key to the networking
efforts appear to be interpersonal relations, and becauie the networking
efforts must be started before any-research products have been corn-

,
plated, the networking Alould be built around individual people and
not around specific materials. In other words, a key. insight from the

case studies is that, fdr utilization purposes, the target df intervention
may be a person (the research investigator) rather than a product (a
regearch report).

This second implication leads to a drastically different view of the
utilization process. Among other things, the common federal interven-
tion-of creating an ihformation clearinghouse (which ditseminates
written reports) would hardly be a sufficient utilization strategy. In

contrast, utilization may only occur effectively as a result ordirect
contact between user ancl research, and not merely because of
exposure by the user to research reports. Such contact may be seen
as performinb.the following functions:

researchers and users get to know about each other's
existence, facilitating present and-future communi-
tions about specific, user-related problems;

11



eesearchers and users have opportunities to'explain
their different orientations to each other, providing
the groundwork for more effective subsequent
communications;

researchers'are able to communicate directly, o'n
those facets of the topic about which a user is most
concerned; and

an individual researcher is able to sgrve as
"synthesizer" of information relevant to users, in
which advice is hot only based on the lessons of a
single project, bu,t may also reflect the researcher's
bestwisdom on a topic.

Third, no maxter how effective the networking efforts, a research-
funding agency such as AoA must also support the dissemination of
project matenals. Becausethese materials must be made available in a

timely and relevant manner, the likely form of these materials will be
either the usable tools themselves or brief summaries thalappear in
conferencoproceedings, newsletters, magazines, and other beriodicals
aimed at service providers and policymakers (and elderly persons and
their families) rather thansat research audiences.'
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